
 WHY FREEDOM? - OPEN CALL FOR FILMMAKERS
We are looking for your story!

THE WHY FOUNDATION
Changing the world – One Documentary at a Time

Founded in 2004, THE WHY produces documentaries and distributes or donates them to
broadcasters around the world. THE WHY’s vision is to make documentaries available to
everyone, everywhere. Today, THE WHY reaches more than 200 countries with over 70
television broadcasters, local non-profit organizations and schools. By securing access to
informative documentary films for everyone, we encourage a global critical debate on pressing
human rights and environmental issues. WHY FREEDOM? follows four other award-winning
series: WHY DEMOCRACY?, WHY POVERTY?, WHY SLAVERY? and WHY PLASTIC?

THE CALL
In a brand-new series of thought-provoking WHY documentaries, we will ask an important
question: WHY FREEDOM? With democracy and individual freedoms under threat, and
increasing differences in our understanding of what freedom is, WHY FREEDOM? will set the
agenda and tell the most important stories to a global audience. Freedom means something
different to everyone, and we aim to reflect this diversity. We are inviting filmmakers from all
over the world to send us your best stories about freedom.

HOW TO APPLY
Tell us about your documentary project. It can be already in production, in development or a
good idea with special access. The proposal should be no more than two pages long and
include the following points: 

·      What is your story about?
·      Who are your main characters?
·      Why is your story relevant for a global audience and how does it relate to freedom?
·      Do you have footage with the central cast?
·      Who is the filmmaker?
·      What are your previous films?

DEADLINE
The call ends on Friday February 10, 2023. We will discuss a first selection on Monday March
19 with our editorial group during CPH:DOX in Copenhagen and will continue the dialogue with
the selected filmmakers after that. Selected projects need to be ready for broadcast and
streaming at the end of 2025. Send your application to whyfreedom@thewhy.dk.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Jonatan Jerichow                                               Mette Hoffmann Meyer
Producer – WHY FREEDOM                             CEO – THE WHY
jonatan@thewhy.dk                                            meho@thewhy.dk
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